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ORBA is voice of local building community
The Ocoee Region Builders
Association, for 46 years, has done
a fantastic job in all aspects of protecting and representing the interests of the local homebuilding
industry as well as the home buyer.
With our membership support,
ORBA will continue to be an integral part of monitoring the construction industry in Bradley, Polk
and McMinn counties.
The Ocoee Region Builders
Association has a long history of

working toward responsible and
reasonable solutions that benefit
its members, and ultimately, the
community.
ORBA stands committed to work
with all interested parties and to
arrive at solutions for the many
issues that face a growing community.
ORBA has worked with numerous other organizations and educational groups, forming powerful
and effective partnerships to help

A special feature from your Cleveland

build homes that are more affordable, green, and less energy
dependent.
The builders and associates of
ORBA understand how important
it is to make time for our industry
and association.
ORBA, as a group, stands strong
to represent our area of homebuilding. We will continue to be the
voice of the building industry and
prepare the community for tomorrow.
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Lake Mantooth elected as 2016
Ocoee Region Builders president
Lake Mantooth is the newly
elected president of Ocoee
Regions Builders Association
for 2016.
Mantooth is a lifelong resident of Bradley County, who
has worked for the local utility
for the past 40 years.
“I have been involved in the
building and developing industry since 1999,” he said.
“In the past few years we have
experienced an economic slowin
our
industry.
down
Regulation changes, code
changes, loan changes just to
name a few. We are looking forward to the new challenges of
2016 and with the help of everyone we can meet those head on.
“Most people like me do not
know
just how much ORBA
oCoEE rEgion Builders Association Past President John Proffitt passes the gavel to incoming presa
role in our business. We
plays
ident, Lake Mantooth, for the 2016 year.

orBA Executive Committee
Members of the Ocoee River Builders Association
Executive Committe are:
Immediate Past President John Proffitt
President Lake Mantooth
Vice President Chad Dean
Treasurer/Secretary Jerry Franitza
Government Affairs Chair Charlotte Peak
have had some major input in
the past couple of years on new
codes and workers’ comp
issues, just to name a few,” he
said.
“In the upcoming year, I
would like to encourage every-

one to get involved with ORBA.
We as a group can play a major
role in the future of construction and creating jobs for our
community to make our county
and city a better place to work
and live,” Mantooth said.

Dennis Epperson to serve as 2017 HBAT state president
Local builder Dennis Epperson
has been a member of the Ocoee
Region Builders Association
since 1989.
He has been a builder in the
Cleveland area for more than 30
years.
He is currently serving the
Home Builders Association of
Tennessee at the state level as

the vice president/treasurer.
Epperson will be installed as
the 2017 HBAT State president
later this year, during an installation banquet in Chattanooga.
This will be the first time a
local builder has been installed
in the Chattanooga/Cleveland
area since 1985 and 1997.
He has also been named a life-

time director after attending
state meetings for the last 10
years.
Epperson has been instrumental with helping ORBA stay
involved locally with government
affairs, staying up to date on the
state and local codes, and being
involved with area charitable
events.

One of the best known would
be Cleveland’s Habitat for
Humanity. He has helped raise
thousands of dollars over the
years to aid the families striving
for their new homes.
Epperson has participated
with the ORBA build almost
every year since 2004. He also
served on Habitat’s board.
Epperson has held many positions with ORBA, including sitting for many years on the board
of directors, serving as president
for two years and being awarded
builder of the year locally for two
years as well. Epperson also currently serves on city and county
boards.

In 2014, Epperson was given
the distinguished honor of being
named,
Home
Builders
Association of Tennessee’s state
Builder of the Year.
Epperson looks forward to
many more years of building in
the community, and will always
stay involved with the builder’s

association.
He sees it as an asset to the
community, as well as his fellow
builders and developers.
He believes being a member
benefits all builders and keeps
them informed of ever-changing
building codes and state regulations.

PROUD MEMBER OF

DEnnis EPPErson was installed as vice president/treasurer of the Home Builders Association of
Tennessee last year. He was sworn in by state Rep. Joe Pitts on Oct. 31, 2015, as HBAT President Jeff
Burkhart observed.

Dennis Epperson

INSURANCE

Doing business in different places creates financial hurdles
NEW YORK (AP) — As small
companies expand their business
into more towns, cities and states,
that growth often brings higher
expenses from taxes and other
government obligations.
Many companies find they have
new fees to pay or must comply
with requirements like mandatory
paid sick leave. They may have to
collect sales tax on the goods or
services they sell — taxes that
often differ from place to place.
There’s also the expense of hiring
staffers, accountants, lawyers and
consultants to handle the administrative chores, including keeping
track of frequently changing laws.
In many municipalities, companies must obtain a business
license and pay a fee to operate.
Mike Patton’s flooring company,
DSB Plus, does business in about
50 municipalities in the San
Francisco Bay area, costing it
about $5,000 a year in licensing
fees. Many of the fees are based on
a company’s revenues and go up
as business gets better, so Patton’s
license expenditures went up 20
percent in 2015 from the previous
year.

“It has just been a slow constant
drip of erosion as business gets
more costly,” Patton says.
Before companies start doing
business in new locations, they
need to understand the legal and
financial requirements, says John
W. Sullivan III, a tax attorney
based in New York. For example,
working in a new state may require
a company to register with the secretary of state; not doing so can
mean thousands of dollars in
penalties. Or, sending an employee
to do work in a town just over the
state line could require a business
to start collecting sales tax or pay
income tax. Often, business owners don’t know what their new obligations are, Sullivan says.
“You want to be having a conversation with someone who has
expertise,” he says.
A look at some financial issues
companies that work in multiple
locations can encounter:
SALES TAX HEADACHES
The customers for Dan Micic’s
medical supply company are primarily nursing schools, more than
500 across the country. That

AP Photo

MikE PAtton, CEO of DSB Plus flooring company, poses for a
photo in his warehouse in Milpitas, Calif. As small companies expand
their business into more towns, cities and states, that growth often
brings higher expenses from taxes and other government obligations.

requires Chicago-based Medical
Shipment to comply with varying
sales tax laws in the states, counties, cities and other municipalities. Although nursing schools
don’t pay sales tax because they’re
educational institutions, there’s
still paperwork relating to their
tax-exempt status. It’s handled by
Micic’s bookkeeper, accountant
and an outside consultant;
Medical Shipment paid nearly
$30,000 in 2015 to comply with all
sales tax laws.
“That’s higher than my health
insurance costs,” Micic says.
Sales taxes are particularly
problematic because there are an
estimated 10,000 jurisdictions
that charge taxes, and governments don’t all tax the same goods.
For example, clothing is taxed in
many states, but isn’t in others or
only garments priced above a specified amount such as $110 are
taxed.
LawnStarter, which helps people
contract for lawn care services,
pays licensing fees and sales tax in
metropolitan areas in Texas,
Florida, North Carolina and
Washington, D.C. Sales tax can be
a moving target; a municipality
might change its tax, or what it
taxes, but won’t necessarily notify
everyone who does business there.
“Our office manager and our
accountant have a heck of a time
keeping track of it,” says Ryan
Farley, chief operating officer of the
Austin, Texas, based company. It
also subscribes to services that
watch out for sales tax changes.
TAXED HERE, TAXED
THERE
Ashley Hunter’s insurance company, HM Risk Group, must pay
income taxes in each of the 15
states where it operates. She relies
on her accountants to handle the
paperwork, which can vary widely
from one state to the next. Hunter
describes the emails from state tax
authorities as endless; when she
gets an email, she immediately forwards it to one of her accountants.
“I just can’t stress out over
taxes. It’s the last thing I need to be
thinking about,” says Hunter,

whose company is based in Austin,
Texas.
Hunter pays her accountant
more than $4,000 a year to keep
up with the roughly $10,000 in tax
she pays every quarter.

355 FIRST STREET, S.W.
472-5058

Proud Member & Supporter!

PAID SICK LEAVE
A growing number of states and
cities require employers to give
employees sick pay based on the
hours they work. Even if a company is based outside a city that
mandates sick time, if employees
work in the city — for example, on
a construction job — their hours
must be tracked. And the requirements, including paperwork and
the hours employees must work to
accrue sick time, vary from one
jurisdiction to another.

(423) 593-2488

ROOTER &
PORTABLES
Located in Cleveland, Tennessee

We Ain’t Talking It,
We’re Pumpin’ It!
423-614-3230

For Clean, Reliable
Hometown Service
Call 423-716-3330
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Bob L. Johnson
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Pools, Pavers,
Walls and More
by Saffles Outdoor Living

Saffles Outdoor Living
Call Us Today To Design Your
Outdoor Living Space

423.595.9409
Call or Visit Us T O DAY !
www.RiverValleyAgCredit.com

OCOEE REGION Builders Association President John Proffitt
CHARLOTTE PEAk of KACE Construction was named Ocoee
presents the 2015 Associate of the Year award to Shonna Elllis of Region Builders Association Builder of the Year 2015. Presenting the
Wholesale Supply.
award was 2015 President John Proffitt.

Ellis, Jones earn 2015 ORBA honors at banquet
AAThe
Ocoee
Regional
Builders Association gathered at
Elks Lodge in December to recognize successes and observe
the passing of the leadership’s
baton.
ORBA President John Proffitt
announced that the newest
Builder of the Year honoree was
Charlotte Peak.
Peak, who operates Kace
Construction
and
Developments, said the two
words that best describe the
association are “resilient” and
“strong.”
“Some said ORBA would not
make it through the recession,
but here we are,” Peak said in
accepting the award. “I said in
2010 the coming years would be
the ‘new economy.’ I said to be
optimistic and keep building.”
She said the organization has
many issues on the agenda,
“and we are going to aggressively meet these issues head-on.”
“We may not always win, but
we will always be leading the
charge to ensure that our
industry is not hindered,” Peak
said.
John Proffitt also presented
the President’s Service Award to
Habitat for Humanity.
“This organization has been
active in this community for 25
years. They have built over 100
houses. They have put people in
housing that probably would
not be in housing,” Proffitt said.
“We have been a big supporter of
this group for many years.”
Shonna Ellis was presented
with the Associate of the Year
award.

(423) 479.8553
We have over 40 years of
EXPERIENCE
Let us work for you!
Lisa
Cranfield

NMLS: 772548

Farm • Equipment • Home • Construction • real Estate • Home Equity

A CUT ABOVE THE REST

JERRY FRANITZA with Habitat for Humanity of
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY’S Jerry Franitza,
Cleveland
accepted the 2015 President’s Award
head of construction, and Chip Willis, executive
for
Habitat
during the Ocoee Region Builders
director, display ORBA President’s Award. Habitat
received the honor during the annual awards pres- Association annual banquet in December.
entation by Ocoee Region Builders Association.
“I don’t think anyone would
disagree that anytime you need
something, this person is there
to help deliver,” Proffitt said.
“She has been active for many
years and on our board. She
does it with a smile on her face
and love in her heart.”
The officers for the new year
were given their oaths by state
Rep. Dan Howell.
The officers were Lake

Mantooth, president; Chad
Dean, vice president; Jerry
Franitza, treasurer/secretary;
Charlotte Peak, government
affairs chair; and John Proffitt,
immediate past president.
“You are the backbone of our
economy,” Howell said. “As the
building industry goes, so goes
the economy. You create, by
extension, hundreds of thousands of other jobs.”

Western homebuyers push up new home sales
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
homebuyers in the West accounted for all of February’s increase
in sales of new houses, possibly
signaling uncertain growth
prospects for the broader real
estate market heading into the
spring buying season.
The Commerce Department
said Wednesday that new-home
sales rose 2 percent last month
to a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 512,000. All of the
increase came from 38.5 percent
surge in purchases in the West,
which reversed a stiff 32.7 percent decline in January that had
cut into overall sales.
The rebound likely reflected a
government report that can be
extremely volatile on a monthly
basis, clouding some views of
where the construction and
housing markets are heading at
the start of the most intense
months for home sales.
“At this stage, it is unclear
whether new-home sales are
plateauing or are still in an
uptrend,” said Joshua Shapiro,
chief U.S. economist at MFR, a
forecasting firm.
The U.S. housing market looks
somewhat more tempered after
strong growth in 2015. Sales in
the opening two months of 2016
are running slightly below last

Bruce
Bradford

year’s pace. Builder confidence
has held steady despite a dip in
sales expectations. Purchases of
existing homes tumbled in
February, with the prior two
months of healthy sales likely
straining already tight supplies.
Price pressures are mounting
as the share of new homes being
sold for less than $200,000 has
declined so far this year, while
the share of new-homes selling
for more than $400,000 has
risen. New-home sales fell in the
Northeast, Midwest and South in
February. The median new-home
sales price rose 2.6 percent from
a year ago to $301,400.
The market still has yet to fully
rebound from the housing crisis
of nearly a decade ago. Newhome sales remain well below the
historic 52-year average of
655,200, a figure that includes
the build-out of the suburbs and
influx of buyers after World War
II. Subprime mortgages helped
push up sales as high as 1.28
million in 2005, which in hindsight was an alarm sounding
about an imbalanced, debt-ridden economy that shortly tumbled into the worst economic
downturn since the Great
Depression.
Sales of existing homes fell 7.1
percent last month to a seasonal-

ly adjusted annual rate of 5.08
million, the National Association
of Realtors said Tuesday. The
decline follows robust yearly
sales rates of 5.47 million in
January and 5.45 million in
December, a new regulation had
delayed closings in November.
The limited supply of houses
have pushed up prices and
curbed sales.
For existing homes, the median home sales price was
$210,800 in February, a 4.4 percent annual increase from a year
ago, while the number of listings
fell 1.1 percent from a year ago.
U.S. homebuilders are unlikely
to alleviate the supply crunch.
They are still optimistic about the
housing market, but many anticipate a pullback in sales.
The National Association of
Home Builders/Wells Fargo
builder sentiment index released
Tuesday stayed at 58 in March
for the second straight month.
Readings above 50 indicate
more builders view sales conditions as good rather than poor.
The index had been in the low
60s for eight months until
February.
Builders’ view of current sales
conditions held steady, while a
measure of traffic by prospective
buyers increased.

Howell also administered the
oath to incoming ORBA
President Lake Mantooth.
“Housing is so much better
than it was years ago. Houses
are so much more tighter and
energy efficient, much more
lasting,” Mantooth said. “It
takes everybody, from the one
who does the shingles to the one
who digs the ditch. It takes all of
us.”

PROUD MEMBER

Tindell’s Building
Materials
205 20th St., SE • 476-5501
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During the 25 Day Blitz Build 2015, members of Ocoee
Region Builders Association and other groups helped construct
homes for Habitat for Humanity of Cleveland. At left, ground is broken for a new house.

INSULATION
UNLIMITED INC.

We are proud to be your
local supplier.
• Residential • New Construction • Commercial
3455 Brainerd Rd.
Chatt., TN

698-4895

aug. 10, 2015 ORBA
helped sponsor a Habitat for
Humanity House during its 25
Day Blitz Build 2015. ORBA
has built 15 homes with Habitat
for Humanity and looks forward
to continuing the relationship.

Meeting The
Waste Disposal
Needs of Local
Contractors

476-9160

(423) 472-4521
www.clevelandutilities.com
hBat Vice PresiDent and
secretary Dennis Epperson,
Commissioner Charlotte Peak,
member Kim Shay, member
Jerry Franitza, and member
Peaches Searles took part during
the Blitz Build.

PROUD MEMBER

GREG
CALFEE
Ocoee Region
Builders
Association
Past President

CUSTOM HOMES
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David Mayfield • 423-476-6000
P.O. Box 5161 • Cleveland, Tennessee 37320
www.mayfieldbrospestcontrol.com

Past

Presidents
James Roberson
1981

R. larry Swafford
1982

James Duggan
1983

Tips on
choosing
a builder

Shivang Patel and Ryan Bright received scholarships from House Builders Association of
Tennessee and Ocoee Region Builders Association for 2015. The scholarships were presented at a
luncheon held at the Lowe’s Lighting Gallery.

Right at Home: what’s hot in outdoor furniture
The Associated Press

Outdoor living spaces have
come a long way from the days
when “outdoor furnishings”
meant a few inexpensive folding
chairs around a flimsy plastic
table.
Today’s outdoor chairs might
be wrought iron or wrought aluminum, with upholstered seats.
The table might be stone or wood
or an elegant faux version of
either, and would not look out of
place inside in the dining room.
Add outdoor sound systems, carpets and lighting, and the backyard or balcony can look and feel
like an extension of the home.
That notion gets ramped up
this spring and summer; manufacturers are offering new furniture, textiles and materials that
resemble indoor furnishings yet
can withstand the elements.
Getting the right look can be
tricky; you don’t want it to seem
like you just plunked a sofa from
the living room down onto the
patio.
Here’s a look at what’s hot for
Warm Weather:
—VINTAGE MODERN AND
ULTRA-MODERN
Watch for midcentury modern
styling in outdoor pieces to coordinate with this popular interior
style. Gloster’s Dansk collection
includes a chair with marinegrade, leather-look upholstery
and teak tables, designed by
Dane
Povl
Eskildsen.
(www.gloster.com)
After World War II, California
designer Walter Lamb was helping salvage sunken Navy warships at Pearl Harbor when he
started messing around with the
brass tubing and fittings. His
prototypical outdoor furniture

collection was put into production by Brown Jordan, the
Pasadena-based company that
pioneered outdoor furniture.
Today’s iterations of Lamb’s
pieces are still crafted from
brass, which you can leave alone
to develop a patina or polish to
retain the shine. The seats are
marine-grade
cording.
(www.dwr.com)
Luxe looks evoking old
Hollywood are also in. Beautiful
on an urban terrace, these pieces
are chic and sophisticated, with
tailoring details on upholstery,
elegant finishes and striking colors.
Frontgate’s Grayson Jade collection comes in a fashion-forward bright green, in a powdercoated finish that looks lacquered. Here too, a zebra-print
outdoor rug and pillows with
exotic
botanical
prints.
(www.frontgate.com)
Gloster’s Wedge seating has a
stainless-steel base and waterproof fabric over a new type of
outdoor foam that breathes well
and resists mold.
And Candace Olson designed a
collection for Century that
includes slipcovered furniture,
and a smart accent table crafted
of brass-finished aluminum and
topped with a faux-croc surface.
(www.centuryfurniture.com)
—GLOBAL STYLE
Global elements stay as strong
in outdoor furnishings as they
are in indoors: Those Asian
ceramic stools show no signs of
disappearing, and are offered in
more colors and patterns than
ever.
Look for Moroccan influence in
lanterns, Mediterranean motifs
in textiles, and Silk Road accents
like elephant-shaped tables,

daybeds and handcrafted accessories.
—FLEXIBLE USE
While dedicated dining areas
remain popular outdoors, there’s
also a trend toward “chat and
chill” configurations of furniture.
Indoor-style seating includes
comfy lounge chairs and sectional pieces that can be grouped or
separated, with ottomans, side
tables and coffee tables that can
also be used for casual dining.
Watch for new, portable fire
pits, bars and coffee tables.
Agio, the world’s largest outdoor furniture supplier, introduces their Kolea collection this
year featuring a fire pit and a
sofa with built-in bar. Burnt
orange fabrics and a lower profile
are
on-trend.
(www.agiousa.com)
—COLOR COMMENTARY
Deep indigo looks fresh and
new, and so does coral.
Frontgate’s got a cane-print rug
in both hues.
Dark blue looks nautical and
preppy paired with crisp white,
apple red or sunshine yellow, so
think about mixing things up in
a fun way by putting the brighter
hues on the furniture pieces — a
wicker or Adirondack chair, perhaps — and the blues on accent
pieces. Or get a more dressed-up
vibe by keeping the pops of color
on accessories while the outdoor
space is anchored with darkertoned furniture.
The natural neutrals — sand,
mocha, charcoal, cream — stay
strong. Their versatility makes
them good choices whatever the
climate.
—See OUTDOOR, Page 42

(MS) — Whether the kids have
all grown up and moved out or if
the kids are on the way and it's
time to expand a living area, building a new home is an excit- ing, yet
often agonizing, experi- ence. The
reasons for building a new home
are many, but regardless of the
reason, the process of choosing a
builder should remain the same.
Andrew Nadalin, president of
Pace 2000 Inc. and a fourth generation builder and craftsmen, offers
the following advice to prospective
homeowners with their eyes set on
building a dream home to call their
own.
n Look for a builder with a solid
reputation. A builder’s reputation
speaks volumes, but it doesn't
have to speak for itself. That's
because a builder who has spent
years providing personal service,
innovative design and quality
workmanship will no doubt have a
host of happy former customers
ready and willing to offer their
input.
If during the interview process a
builder appears reticent to share
his work or experiences with previous customers, this should be a
red flag. Reputable builders will be
proud of their work and more than
willing to show it off.
n Find a builder who is flexible. You will be paying to build
your home, not the builder's home.
A builder should be flexi- ble and
ready and willing to meet your
needs, no matter how unique they
might be.
n Look for a builder who does
more than build. A good builder
should do more than just build. A
builder should provide a net- work
of qualified professionals to make
the process go more smoothly.
This network should include real
estate and building consultants,
interior designers, architects and
engineers.
Such connections can provide
peace of mind and will also illustrate that a builder is both respected in the community and is intent
on ensuring your home becomes
the dream home you envision it to
be.
n Don't build on the cheap.
Buyers who plan to build their own
home are in the unique position to
ensure their home is as safe and
high-quality as pos- sible.
This isn't always the case when
buying a resale, so make the most
of your opportunity and use only
top-of-the-line construction materials and fea- tures and choose a
builder with experience in working
with such materials and features.
Building on the cheap could
prove disastrous in the not too distant future, so don't sacrifice on
quality when building a new home.
￼

WE ARE PROUD TO
BE ORBA MEMBERS
Thank you for choosing us for
your financial needs.

Cleveland’s
Largest
Flooring
Center!
FINANCING AVAILABLE

THE FLOORING
CENTER

“The Home
Improvement
Specialists”

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:00
Sat. 9:00-2:00

923
StarVue Dr.
476-9434

Proud Member &
Supporter!

2551 Georgetown Road
Phone 472-5051

We Are This Area’s
Only Locally Owned And
Monitored Alarm Company

• Fire • CCTV • Security • Access Control
• Commercial Business Phone Systems
We Feature Brand Names Such As:
GE - DMP - ITI - DSC - Ademco & Others

CALL TODAY!
476-8186
24 HOUR 870-3272
Steve Castello - Owner
TN LICENSE #C-0139
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ORBA mission statement
￼The Ocoee Region Builders
Association is a not-for-profit
organization that represents the
building industry in Bradley,
McMinn and Polk counties.
It is the local chapter of the
state and national associa- tions.
The National Association of Home

Builders is one of the nation’s
largest trade associations with
over 140,000 members, whose
mission is to enhance the climate
for housing and the building
industry.
NAHB is known as the voice of
the housing industry.

Outdoor

Past

Presidents

From Page 41

Ralph Rogers
1984

ed Allen
1985

danny Marr
1986

PATTERN PANACHE
Designer Elaine Smith has a
new collection of luxury outdoor
pillows reflecting her love of fashion, nature and exotic locales.
There are Latin American and
African kuba cloth prints;
menswear-inspired
hound’stooth; chinoiserie florals; whimsical bird motifs; and Missoniinspired prints in soft green and
gold. She’s added “jewelry” to
some pillows, with braided frog
trims and pewter medallions.
(www.authenteak.com)
—RUSTIC CONTEMPORARY
Echoing an interior-design
trend, this look combines handhewn wood and stone (or facsim-

iles) and rustic touches like
chicken-wire doors and weathered-look metals with contemporary seat materials and colors.
Gloster’s Oyster Reef collection
features a teak farmhouse-style
table, while the Pepper Marsh line
pairs woven synthetic fiber with
teak arms and legs.
Designer Michael Berman’s
Marin collection for Brown
Jordan
really
blurs
the
indoor/outdoor living lines. Teak
frames strapped with yacht cording hold cushions covered in UVresistant Suncloth, suede or
leather for a furniture group that
would work in an outdoor Great
Room, or an indoor one.
(www.brownjordan.com)

REST SUBDIVISION
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F

4 STAR LLC
Property Development

Commercial & Residential Building
Lake Mantooth
P.O. Box 765 • Charleston, TN 37310
423.650.2925 • 423.667.9663
Email: lmantooth@charter.net
falconcrestsubdivision.org

Since ocoee Region Builders Association was instrumental in getting legislation passed eliminating fire sprinklers in townhouses with
two-hour fire walls, members of the organization traveled to Nashville for the signing of SB 474/HB 787. State Sen. Mike Bell was the sponsor of the bill. From left are ORBA President John Proffitt, Bell, Charlotte Peak, Peaches Searles and Dennis Epperson.

ORBA helped with townhouse fire rule bill
ORBA was instrumental in
getting a bill passed that eliminated the requirement for fire
sprinklers in townhouses that
contain two-hour fire walls.
State Sen. Mike Bell sponsored the bill.
Dennis Epperson, Charlotte
Peak, Peaches Searles and John
Proffitt were in attendance for
the signing of the bill June 10,

2015.
U.S. Fire Administration and
National
Fire
Protection
Association data continues to
affirm that the majority of home
fire fatalities occur when there
are no operational smoke
alarms.
Installing and maintaining
smoke alarms is the most practical, cost effective and proven

way to reduce home fire fatalities in the U.S.
SB 474 /HB 787 as enacted,
prohibits the requirement of fire
sprinkler systems for townhouses;
authorizes local governments to
adopt mandatory sprinkler
requirements for townhomes by
local ordinance in the same manner utilized for one-family and
two-family dwellings; and Amends

TCA Title 68, Chapter 120.
Home builders will continue
urging federal, state, local and
the relevant agencies to focus
funding and other efforts on educating the public on the proper
installation and maintenance of
smoke alarms in all U.S. homes,
rather than advocating for the
mandatory installation of residential fire sprinklers.

Ask a Designer: making a home’s entrance inviting all year
The Associated Press

In summer, it’s not so hard to
make a great first impression at
the entrance to your home. Put
out a few baskets of colorful flowers and your work is done.
But early spring? That’s more
complicated.
March can be “the darkest and
gloomiest time of year, and it’s
easy to kind of have your house
go right along with that,” says
stylist and crafter Marianne
Canada, host of the “HGTV
Crafternoon” web series. “We’re
not quite ready for putting out
Easter eggs or pastel colors,” but
many people are craving a dose
of cheerful style and color.
Here, Canada and two other
designers — Andrew Howard of
Jacksonville, Florida, and Brian
Patrick Flynn, designer of the
HGTV Dream Home 2016 — offer
advice on making a home’s
entrance inviting and stylish, no
matter the season.
—BOLD COLOR
All three designers suggest
painting your front door a bold
color that delights you. With little
expense and just an afternoon’s
effort, you can give your home’s
front entrance a major facelift.
“And if you get sick of a bold or
dark color, so what?” says Flynn.
“It’s only a quart of paint to
recover a super-small surface.”
For houses with dark brick or
siding, he suggests a deep, rich
color like forest green.
Canada agrees: “My house is
almost black,” she says, and the
front door is painted a bright teal
with white trim.
Fresh paint is also practical.
“Front doors really should be
painted every one to two years
anyway,” says Howard. “I also
love painting doors in a highgloss finish, or painting the panels one color and the rail and
stile another.”
He also recommends painting
the front porch ceiling; Haint
blue is commonly used in the
South.
And don’t forget your home’s
other entrances: “I like painting
secondary exterior doors bold
colors,” Flynn says. “In my previous house, I painted the side
entrance door bright violet, and it
became an excellent conversa-

tion starter when guests would
come over.”
Canada points out that it’s fine
to paint on a chilly day “as long
as you’re above 40 degrees and
it’s not wet weather.”
—WILDER WREATHS
“A lot of people think fall and
winter when it comes to
wreaths,” Canada says, but you
can hang them year-round. And
if you’re bored with traditional
wreaths, create your own.
On her door, Canada has a DIY
wooden sign (just “a slice of
wood,” she says, that’s “still got
bark on the edges”) painted with
chalkboard paint so it can hold
any message or picture. “Mine
says ‘Come on in!’,” she says. It’s
the perfect place to let kids draw
spring flowers or write their own
welcome messages.
Howard also likes to get the
whole family involved in frontdoor decorating. “Occasionally, if
my kids make a wreath or something at school, I will put it up on
the front door for a week or so,”
he says. “They can proudly show
their friends when they come in.”
—HOT HOUSE NUMBERS
“Gone are the days when people would just buy those reflective sticker numbers and put
them on their mailbox and call it
done,” Canada says. We’re now
seeing “beautiful house numbers
... and going oversize.”
Flynn sees big, raised house
numbers as an investment in the
front of a house.
“I’m all about splurging on
house numbers that honor the
architecture of the house, and
also going way oversize with
them so they’re easily visible
from the street,” he says. “I usually opt for laser-cut metallic
numbers installed on 2-inch
standoffs so they leave a little
shadow effect.”
Brushed stainless-steel numbers look great on dark-colored
houses, Canada says, and classic wrought iron can be gorgeous
on a traditional house.
—ENTERTAINING EVERYWHERE
People are starting to use more
of the yard for entertaining,
Canada says, including front
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www.windowworkschattanooga.com

BACK PAIN
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Dr. Eric Gruber
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Rustic White Photography/Brian Patrick Flynn via AP

Bold, oversized house numbers in a clean, modern font are practical and stylish, adding a burst of personality to this midcentury modern house designed by Brian Patrick Flynn.
porches and stoops, not just
backyards or decks hidden from
the street. Some are putting
firepits in front or side yards in
view of neighbors. “It’s a lot more
welcoming,” she says.
Howard likes to welcome
guests with potted plants flanking an entry door. “They can be
changed out from time to time
and are not very expensive,” he
says.
Put out potted ferns in early
spring, he suggests, and they’ll
probably last through to the first
frost in fall.
If the house is the right style,
Howard says, “I love a great comfortable porch swing. They make
them oversize nowadays where
you can get comfortable and really stretch out. I also love the idea
of a great tile on the front porch,
particularly Spanish or Cuban
style.”
“I am also a big proponent of
changing the light fixtures,
sconces and door hardware from
time to time,” he says. “They can
get worn and dirty after a while,

and changing them makes for a
big improvement.”
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Peaches Searles is HBAT Associate of the Year
Peaches Searles was presented the 2015 Associate of the Year
Award from the Home Builders
Association of Tennessee and
again at the Home Builders
of
Greater
Association
Chattanooga.
This prestigious honor is
awarded to associates who work
hard not only at the local levels,
but also at the state level to
ensure the continued prosperity
of the building industry.
She has been a member of The
Ocoee
Region
Builders
Association accumulative for
nine years and a member of
Chattanooga’s Home Builders
Association for three years.
Searles is the owner of
American Rooter and American
Portables LLC, the “Cleanest
Porta Potties in town.”
She volunteered as the acting
executive officer for ORBA, for
three years. She was vice president in 2013 and the first
nationally recognized associate
president in 2014.
She has chaired many committees through ORBA, is an
active
member
in
the
Government Affairs at the state

WE ARE
PROUD TO BE
A MEMBER!

Hamilton & Associates
2650 PEERLESS RD. • 476-5532 • www.hamiltoncoldwellbanker.com
Each office is individually owned and operated.

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

PROUD MEMBER
PeAches seArles was named 2015 Associate of the Year for the Home Builders Association of
Tennessee and the Home Builders Association of Greater Chattanooga. From left are Dennis Epperson,
Home Builders Association of Tennessee vice president; Searles, TAC secretary Home Builders
Association of Tennessee; and Jeff Burkhart, Home Builders Association of Tennessee president.
and local memberships, and is
the secretary for the Tennessee
Associate’s Committee through

the Home Builders Association
of Tennessee.
She was voted Associate of

the Year twice through ORBA
and is the only associate to hold
this honor.
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Ask a Designer: Florals, updated, return to decor
(AP) — After years of simple
solids and geometric prints, the
lowly flower is making a comeback in decor. Floral patterns
have been blooming all over fashion runways in recent months,
and they are slowly finding their
way back into the world of home
decorating, too.
It wasn’t long ago that any
mention of floral upholstery or
wallpaper brought back memories of 1980s cabbage roses, flowery Shabby Chic borders stenciled high on bedroom walls, and
suburban homes designed to feel
like precious cottages swathed in
pink and green.
But today’s new patterns
aren’t your grandmother’s florals.
And they can be a refreshing
antidote to the minimalist patterns that have dominated home
decorating in recent years.
“It’s what we’re all craving,”
says New York-based designer
Jon Call, founder of Mr. Call
Designs. “It’s romance, it’s a softness ... and it feels fresh again,
because no one has defined it for
our generation.”
While brands like Laura Ashley
delineated the floral look of a
generation ago, the new florals
have no rules. Which makes
them more fun — and more challenging — to use successfully.
Here, Call and two other interior designers — Betsy Burnham
of Los Angeles’ Burnham Design,
and Brian Patrick Flynn, executive producer of HGTV.com’s
Spring House series — offer
advice on working with this fresh
crop of floral patterns.

WHAT SIZE?
“Scale is the most important
factor in modernizing the look
and feel of florals,” says Flynn.
He suggests avoiding flowers that
are depicted at their actual size.
Instead, pick patterns where the
flowers are bigger — between 50
percent and 200 percent larger
than life-size.
Call agrees: He’s a fan of using
vintage prints in “the largest
scale you can find,” so that the
print’s eye-popping size contrasts
with its traditional style.
But Call and Burnham also
think floral prints can look modern if they’re printed on a very
small scale, especially if they’re
used on smaller items like throw
pillows.
WHICH PATTERN?
Find a floral print that really
appeals to you personally,
Burnham suggests. “Nothing
corny, nothing ordinary,” she
says. You want “something really
special.”
You might try “chinoiseries
that include figures and florals,”
Burnham says, “or flora and
fauna... That’s a way to do it if
you’re kind of scared of just flowers.”
Another option is choosing a
pattern that’s more “botanical”
than flower-filled.
“Homeowners with aversions
to super-girly florals featuring
rosebuds or elaborate petals may
find botanicals a better fit,” says
Flynn. “While floral prints
include shapes and silhouettes of
actual flowers, botanicals rely

AP Photo

BrIAn PAtrIck Flynn, the interior designer, updated this
industrial loft kitchen using floral wallpaper from Graham & Brown
with modern scale and colors. Flynn says the trick to using florals in
fresh new ways is to choose over-scale botanical fabrics rather than
traditional florals with small pattern repeats.
more on stems and leaves.”
Call points out that designers
like Vivienne Westwood have created digitized, pixilated floral
prints that mix traditional and
modern style. But, he says, even
the most classic chintz fabrics

can look great in a modern home
if they’re handmade and high
quality.
Flynn encourages clients to
See FLORAL, Page 44
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In thIs undAted Photo provided by Brian Patrick Flynn, Flynn designed this Mulholland Drive
house in the Hollywood Hills using a style of decorating referred to as “updated traditional” which is
known for putting youthful, updated spins on classic floral patterns through a fresh use of color and clean,
simple lines.
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mix floral patterns with other
prints.
“The floral cottage style of a
decade ago was all florals and
ribbons,” Flynn says. “Anytime
I’m dealing with a home occupied
by couples arguing over masculine and feminine styles, I’m likely to mix botanicals or florals
with classic masculine prints
such as gingham, check or
plaid.”
That juxtaposition of “classic
girly prints with iconic patterns
used for men’s spaces” creates a
modern, gender-neutral room.
WHERE TO USE IT?
Floral patterns can work especially well on sleek, modern
pieces of furniture, Burnham
says. Rather than choosing a floral sofa that’s rounded and tufted, use floral upholstery on a
simple sofa with straight, clean
lines.
And rather than hanging floral
draperies in a bedroom or choosing a floral bedspread, use solid
colored fabrics in those locations
and then upholster the headboard in a bold, oversize floral.

RONALD
KIDD
479-2565

WHAT COLORS?
A great pattern can look dated
if you pick the wrong color
palette, says Flynn. “Florals with
mustard yellow and burgundy
palettes instantly feel old and
stuffy. To make them fresh and
fun, look for those with unexpected color palettes, such as
black and violet or springy greens
and punchy pinks. The pattern
will keep its classic appeal, but
with a youthful update.”
Burnham says floral patterns
done in just two colors (or in two
shades of the same color) can
look more modern than florals
that include several colors. And
“if you go for something on a
crisp white background,” she
says, it “might read more current
than something on a tea-dye
that’s more muted.”
Call’s thinks just about any
color can work, though he prefers
to steer clear of pinks and purples. “It gets too sweet, too
endearing,” he says. You have to
“be careful with the sentimentality,” he says, or you’ll lose some of
the modern edge.

RONALD KIDD
INSULATION
Proud Member of the

Ocoee Region
Builders Associaton
Residential • Commercial • 479-2565
State Rep. Dan Howell, second from left, poses with Chad Dean, John Proffitt and Peaches Searles during Home Builders Day on
the Hill.

Home Builders keep eye on proposed state laws

One of the aspects of the Ocoee
Region Builders Association and
the Home Builders Association of
Tennessee is to be the voice of
the homeowners and homebuilders.
Dennis Epperson, HBAT vice
president and treasurer, provided some information on bills currently being considered in the
state Legislature.
Epperson
said HBAT is
“currently
working with
the Tennessee
Department of
Environment
and Conservation in attempting to incorporate
HBAT’s
Epperson
proposed revisions to the
state general permit for MS4s
(stormwater).
Epperson said the bill
(Southerland SB1830/Halford
HB1892) was designed to align
Tennessee with six surrounding
states in EPA Region IV with
post-construction stormwater
regulations, by keeping TDEC
from “adopting more stringent
regulations than those of the
EPA.”
He noted “that post-construction stormwater retention standards have significant cost
impacts on residential, commercial and property owners.”
As an example, he said the city
of Chattanooga had placed a
“value of post-construction
stormwater management at
$30/cubic foot of runoff or
$65,000 acre.
“For every $1,000 increase in
the cost of a new home, 5,700
Tennesseans are priced out of
the market,” he said.
The bill will not change the
requirement for compliance with
the state and federal law relative
to stormwater runoff.
Another measure drawing
HBAT interest is SB1950
Yager/HB1883 Daniel.
This bill provides in law a
basic structure for the establishment of a homeowners association. It leaves the details for the
management of a HOA to the
parties involved, provides for
notice requirements and trans-
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on MaRcH 9, 2015, members of Ocoee River Builders Association traveled to Nashville for Home
Builders Day on the Hill. They attended a reception with lawmakers, where they discussed state bills that
may affect the homebuilding industry. In attendance were President John Proffitt, ORBA Vice President
Chad Dean, Immediate Past President Peaches Searles, Past President Charlotte Peak, and HBAT Vice
President/Secretary Dennis Epperson.
parency and sets out a process
for obtaining records, budgets,
declarations, covenants and
restrictions prior to purchase of
property.
HBAT strongly supports this
bill, Epperson said.
SB405 Overbey/HB610 Carter
is a 40-page bill of regulations for
managing HOAs. It would apply
to existing, well-managed HOAs
as well as new ones.
Epperson said HBAT is
“adamantly opposed to this bill.”
He said the “nonprofit corporation act already sets out the
detailed requirements contained
in this bill.”
Other aspects of the bill
include “after 75 percent completion control is handed over to the
HOA; a developer still retains 30
percent ownership without control; a process of fines and assesments that allow no deviation;
and sets a time limit to how long
a person may speak at HOA
meetings.
Epperson said HBAT feels the
bill is the “wrong approach for

HOA governing laws.”
Another
bill
HBAT
is
“adamantly
opposed to” is
SB1908 Gardenhire/HB2384
Carter.
Epperson said the legislation
has two main oppressive features.
No. 1, it creates a cause of
action against an HOA developer
if property values are diminished
resulting from any change to
declarations or covenants.
“How does one establish
diminished property values
directly due to the change?” This
is the question of HBAT.
The bill also causes action
against an HOA if there are
notice violations.
In a brochure from HBAT, several benefits of homeownership
are listed. These include:
n Children of homeowners
have a 25 percent better high
school graduation rate than children of renters.
n Children of homeowners
have a 116 precent higher likelihood of graduating from college.

n Children of homeowners
have 9 percent higher math
scores and 7 percent higher
reading scores.
n Children of homeowners
have 59 percent higher probability of owning their own homes in
10 years.
n Homeowners are 25 percent
more likely to vote than renters,
making them more involved in
local affairs and neighborhood
improvements.

Supplying All Of Your
Lighting, Plumbing,
Heating & Air Needs

Ask your builder about disaster-resilient materials
(MS) — Segments of the homebuilding industry indicate they
are up to the challenge of improving occupant safety.
This is welcomed assurance
seeing that weather extremes
now seemingly occur in every
season and are bringing far more
intensified blasts of wind, rain,
heat, drought, ice and snow.
Did you know that owning a
stronger, safer, impact-resilient
house — and one that requires
far less energy consumption to
heat and cool — is already possi-

ble due to advancements in
green-construction technology?
For a decade and more, ecoconscious homeowners have
been opting for a concrete wallbuilding system to replace standard wood framing.
Called the ICF system, these
insulated concrete forms are preassembled before reaching the
construction site. Instead of the
lengthy process of building a
wood frame, ICFs interlock (like
Lego) to assemble a rock-solid
envelope.

According to Nudura, a leading
innovator in this field, the immediate homeowner benefits are as
follows: you get impact-resistance from wind up to 250 miles
per hour; a fire-resistance rate
up to four hours; a greater sound
barrier for more peace and quiet
inside; energy cost-savings up to
50 percent; a home with even
temperatures in every room; and
thanks to far less wood everywhere causing mold and toxins,
occupant breathing is cleaner
and easier.

2015
BUILDER
OF THE
YEAR
www.KaceProperties.com
423-667-5760
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ocoee Region BuildeRS Association and the Bradley County Fire-Rescue installed free smoke detectors and fire extinguishers in
a local neighborhood. A spokesman for OBRA said they were “very proud to be part of this community effort and hopefully can continue this
as a tradition.”

Going Kondo: How I decluttered the Marie Kondo way
NEW YORK (AP) — Reading
Marie Kondo’s best-selling books
about decluttering is intimidating. I have a complicated relationship with many of my possessions: souvenirs from favorite
places, gifts from loved ones.
Even if I never use them, how
could I part with them? And how
could I face my overflowing cupboards and scary closets?
But I got over my fears.
Ultimately, Kondo’s books, “The
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying
Up” and “Spark Joy,” are not so
much about throwing things out
as they are about “choosing what
we want to keep,” as Kondo puts
it.
Here’s what it felt like going
Kondo.
—THE BATHROOM WAS EASY
Kondo says sentimental things
should be left for last. So I started with the most unsentimental
place: the bathroom. There’s no
emotion in tossing expired medication, used Ace bandages and
unclaimed toothbrushes, or in
consolidating half-empty boxes
of Band-Aids.
Those baby steps strengthened
my discard muscle. Next I said
goodbye to fragrances and lip-

sticks I never use.
In cleaning out, I unearthed a
cache of skin creams and
cleansers that I like. I now keep
some handy for daily use, and
store others in a beautifully decorated gift box I’d been reluctant
to part with. Keeping and using
the box this way fit several Kondo
principles.
First, she says, “Everything
you own wants to be of use to
you.”
Second, she says, don’t buy

Ten Speed Press via AP, File

ThiS undATed PhoTo provided by Ten Speed Press shows
Marie Kondo working at a client’s home to clear away everything that
is unneeded and fails to “spark joy,” in Tokyo, Japan. Kondo, whose
method of decluttering is known as the KonMari Method, is the
author of the book, “The Life — Changing Magic of Tidying Up.”

storage containers. Instead, use
things you already own: shoeboxes, stationery boxes, decorative bowls.
Third, Kondo is no minimalist.
“Adorn your home with the
things you love,” she urges. My
pretty box now brightens a shelf.
Folding is also critical. Kondo
says every foldable object has its
own “sweet spot ... a folded state
that best suits that item.” I’m
still working on folding the bathroom towels just right, but after
studying her techniques, I get
the origami-like art of folding
shirts.
—SORT BY CATEGORY
Don’t clean shelves and drawers one by one, Kondo says.
Instead, sort by category to “compare items that are similar in
design, making it easier to decide
whether you want to keep them.”
In the kitchen, I surveyed all
the bakeware at once, shedding
excess cookie cutters and muffin
tins. A dozen random mugs and
two teapots were given away. I
counted a dozen vases and kept
four. I was stunned to find nearly
40 portable water bottles tucked
in cupboards; I kept two.
I also stacked items by shape,
as Kondo suggests, transforming
cluttered shelves.
Then I gathered decorative
platters and bowls, many of them
gifts that weren’t to my taste, and
employed her ritual: “Take each
item in one’s hand and ask:
‘Does this spark joy?’ If it does,

keep it. If not, dispose of it.”
As I proceeded, I contemplated
the gift-givers’ kindness. “You
don’t need to feel guilty for parting with a gift,” Kondo writes.
“Just thank it for the joy it gave
you when you first received it.”
Along the way, I found things I
love, like a carved wooden dish I
now use to display fruit. I hesitated over my mom’s ornate, silver-plated sugar-and-creamer,
which I’ll never use. But I
cleaned the tarnish off and a
friend pronounced them “shabby
chic.” They now decorate a winSee KONDO, Page 46
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Spring is great
time to rid your
home of clutter
Spring is almost here and that
means it’s time for spring cleaning. In addition to getting rid of
the clutter in your home, how can
you create a truly healthy living
environment for your family?
Robin Wilson is founder and
CEO of Robin Wilson Home,
author of “Clean Design: Wellness
for Your Lifestyle” and an ambassador for the Asthma and Allergy
Foundation of America.
Wilson’s spring cleaning tips:
1. Start with the closets for
one very important reason: Start
with your closets so you’re not
dumping everything into a room
you’ve already cleaned.
Closets are dust mite havens
because of the clothing and junk
that sits untouched for years and
collects dust.
Empty it, trash what you don’t
need, and put it back together
neatly and organized. Then take
on the rest of the room.
2. Bathing the bathroom: Get
rid of vinyl shower curtains
because they hold mold more easily and off-gas.
Use a nylon curtain instead.
Give the entire room a good scrub
down using eco-friendly and nontoxic cleaners.
3. For fresh floors: Get rid of
wall-to-wall carpeting. Tile and
hardwood floors are preferable,
but don’t forget to vacuum on a
regular basis.
Ensure that your vacuum has
a HEPA filter to better manage
dust particles in your home, especially since dust can be a leading
trigger for allergic or asthma reactions.
4. Empty each room: For the
ultimate in spring cleaning,
remove everything from each
room as if you were moving, and
mop or steam clean the floors.
You’ll be shocked at all the nastiness living underneath and
behind furniture and appliances.
5. Lighten up the living room:
Consider using slipcovers on
upholstered sofas which can be
washed regularly and have come
a long way from slipcovers of 10
years ago.
Eliminate dust-catching drapes
and horizontal blinds. Try washable rolling blinds or shutters
instead.
6. Neaten up with the news:
Use newspaper to clean windows.
Newsprint is a cousin to paper
towels, but its high absorbency
makes it more effective and will
leave windows sparkling.
Newspaper is also recyclable.
But be careful: the one downside
is wet ink can stain wood moldings so use extra caution. Use
microfiber cloths instead of paper
towels on floors, tile and countertops. They do a great job sanitizing and can be reused.
7. Mind the mold: Hot spots to
look for mold build-up are dishwashers, the water pan under the
fridge, and sink and bath drains.
Change water dispenser and
icemaker filters while you’re at it.
8. Take care of Ted E. Bear:
Wash or freeze stuffed animals to
kill dust mites. Keep all toys,
games and stuffed animals in
sealed bins when not being used.
9. Keep Fluffy dander-free:
Groom your dogs or cats as part
of your spring cleaning ritual and
keep them away from bedrooms
and any rooms that contain carpets.
If it’s an option, keep pets outdoors to avoid excess dander in
your home.
10. Breathe easy in bed: Switch
to hypoallergenic pillows and
comforters. Make sure and wash
pillow cases, pillow protectors
and mattress protectors on a regular basis to protect against dust
mites.
11. Pick Non-VOC paint:
Spring is a great time to paint a
room. Use non-VOC paints which
won’t off gas or leave an obnoxious odor and stir up asthma or
allergies. It looks just the same on
your wall.

Drive a bit over the
limit? N. Carolina
says that’s too fast
ROCKY MOUNT, N.C. (AP) —
Police in North Carolina are
cracking down on speeders with a
simple message: Obey the posted
speed limit or pay a fine, even if
you’re only going a bit over.
The N.C. Governor’s Highway
Safety Program says in a news
release it will announce its “Obey
the Sign or Pay the Fine” campaign on Thursday. Both state
and local law enforcement are
participating.
The agency says many people
believe they won’t get a ticket so
long as they don’t travel too far
beyond the speed limit. But the
agency says the aim is to remind
people that it’s against the law to
drive faster than what is posted.
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The consumer tablet is dying; long live the business tablet
NEW YORK (AP) — Tablets may
never again be the consumer sensation they once were, but they
are finding new life among professionals.
Apple took aim at that market
in announcing a second iPad Pro
model this week. Samsung started selling the Windows-based
Galaxy TabPro S last week, while
Microsoft doubled down on its
Surface tablet business last fall
with Surface Book, a laptop
whose keyboard pops off to leave
behind a tablet. Google has its
own using Android, the Pixel C.
Unlike early models, these
tablets are meant to be used with
a physical keyboard and a stylus.
That makes them appealing to
people looking to get stuff done,
whether that’s typing a report or
drawing on a graphics app.
“It’s no secret the tablet business has slowed down overall
except in places where there’s
productivity,” says Gary Riding, a
senior vice president for mobile
computing
marketing
at
Samsung. (“Productivity,” in this
case, being jargon for work as
opposed to play.)
These new devices also have
higher price tags. Many sell for
almost $1,000, or even more with
accessories. Companies market
them as PC replacements rather
than devices for watching video,
reading books and playing games
— that is, things you can already
do with your phone.
The Surface Pro 3 is “much
thinner than a laptop, and when
you have the case with the keyboard, it’s essentially a laptop,”
says Ryan Hastman, who now
leaves his Mac laptop behind
while traveling to raise money for
the University of Alberta in
Canada.
Tablet shipments fell 10 percent to 207 million worldwide last

year and are projected to fall
another 6 percent this year,
according to IDC. But one subset
— tablets with detachable keyboards — more than doubled to
17 million last year. It’s projected
to grow to 64 million in 2020 and
represent 30 percent of the overall tablet market, rather than 8
percent now.
“It’s not all doom and gloom,”
IDC analyst Jitesh Ubrani says.
“Microsoft’s done a very good job
at
marketing
detachables.
Everyone’s now jumping on that
bandwagon.”
In a sense, Apple was a victim
of its own success following the
iPad’s debut in 2010. Tablets took
off with consumers who found
them appealing replacements for
home laptops. But people haven’t
replaced them as often as phones.
And as phones got bigger, some
people began wondering whether
they needed a tablet at all.
Enter Microsoft, long the king
of “productivity” software, which
in 2012 designed a tablet that ran
Windows and targeted professionals. The Microsoft Surface didn’t
have the fun apps that iPads and
Android tablets had, but it had
Word, Excel and other Office apps
long before entertainment-oriented devices did. It also has a USB
port and other features missing in
most tablets.
It took Microsoft two years to
get it right, though. The Pro 3 in
2014 was the first Surface with a
fully adjustable kickstand that
mimicked the flexibility of laptop
screens. And last fall’s models
were the first Surface devices with
Windows 10, which mirrored traditional PCs much more than the
Windows 8 it replaced.
“Everyone wants a tablet, and
everyone needs a laptop,” says
Brian Hall, Microsoft’s general
manager for Surface. “You can

have an approach that says people need to buy one of each, or
you can have an approach that
says there’s a happy medium.”
The holiday quarter was the
best yet for Surface, with revenue
increasing 29 percent to $1.35
billion.
But don’t count Apple out. IDC
estimates that Apple sold more
than 2 million iPad Pros in the
holiday quarter when it launched,
compared with 1.6 million units
for Surface. Apple’s advantage:
apps designed from the start for
touch screens and battery conservation, rather than ones
adapted from the mouse-andkeyboard world of plugged-in
Windows PCs.
Now, Apple is giving customers
additional choice — a 9.7-inch
iPad Pro that starts at $599, $200
cheaper than the 12.9-inch original (add about $250 for the keyboard and stylus). Just as
Microsoft and Samsung have
done, Apple is targeting the hundreds of millions of people whose
Windows machines are at least
five years old. Apple says most
iPad Pro customers are coming
from Windows.
Bryan Hughes, head of outreach for software maker Adobe,
says a faster processor and better
graphics make the Pro something
people choose — rather than settle for — when replacing PCs.
Many professionals in creative
industries, he says, prefer tablets
over laptops for presentations,
sketching and design.
Nicole Dalesio, an artist and
teacher in San Jose, California,
says the iPad Pro’s stylus offers
more precision than other devices
and “mimics the natural effect of
using things like brushes or pencils or charcoal.”
That’s not to say PCs are going
away. Hall acknowledges that

your life, in order,” she writes.
Kondo is fine with keeping
things you don’t use, as long as
“you can say without a doubt, ‘I
really like this!’” So I kept the
flowered confection of a hat I
bought in England, although I’ll
never wear it.
She also says nothing is too
special for everyday wear. So
now I wear a favorite black velvet
top to work.
—SCARY PLACES, BEAUTIFUL
SPACES
I have a dark, scary closet
under the ceiling that I’ve been
throwing stuff into for 20 years.
Kondo emboldened my excavation.
Crumbling 1970s luggage?

Out! Subzero military boots
bought secondhand for a winter
trip to Alaska? Donated to the
Salvation Army.
My outdoorsy son’s camping
equipment stayed, but Kondo’s
folding techniques helped reduce
the space needed for his weatherproof clothing and bedding.
Once again, forgotten treasures emerged: artwork from
Morocco, a carved wooden bowl
that belonged to my late motherin-law. Both are now on display.
“By the time you finish, you’ll
see something you love everywhere you look,” Kondo writes.
And that’s her real genius:
“You are not choosing what to
discard but rather what to
keep.”

people have cheaper options with
traditional laptops. And while
Dallas chef Nicholas Harrison
says his iPad Pro can do everything his restaurants need, he
has a PC at home for hard-core
games.
That’s not to say entertainment-focused tablets are going
away, either. Amazon has a
healthy business selling such

devices for as low as $50 — creating its own niche, just as Apple,
Samsung and Microsoft are with
professionals.
“This is what happens as markets mature,” says Jan Dawson,
chief analyst with Jackdaw
Research. “There’s a lot more
market that can only be served
with niche and segmented products.”
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dowsill.
As Kondo says, “If you have
items that you love even though
they seem useless, please give
them a turn in the spotlight.”
—TACKLING CLOTHES
I dumped all my clothes on my
bed and dove in. Some didn’t fit,
or were stained or damaged.
Some were gifts, or I’d bought
them on vacation.
I sent the rejects off with
Kondo’s blessing: “Thank you for
giving me joy when I bought
you,” or “Thank you for teaching
me what doesn’t suit me.”
“By acknowledging their contribution and letting them go
with gratitude, you will be able to
truly put the things you own, and
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Are your windows killing birds? Prevent collisions
(AP) - With a house close to the
Eastern Pennsylvania woods —
and the wildlife that lives there —
Jeff Acopian wrestled with a
problem that afflicts homeowners around the country.
“Birds were hitting our windows and dying,” the Easton resident says. “And we didn’t like it.”
An engineer by profession and
a naturalist at heart, Acopian
came up with a solution: Acopian
BirdSavers, a fixture that
involves dangling pieces of parachute cord in front of windows to
keep birds from flying into them.
“It sounds pretty bad when
you tell someone to hang strings
on their front window,” says
Acopian, who nixed his original
remedy, hanging strings of
beads, because it made his
house look like “a hippie pad.”
“But when people actually see
it, it is not objectionable at all,”
he says.
BirdSavers (at birdsavers.com)
is one of a growing number of
options available for folks who
want to keep birds from crashing
into their windows but don’t
want to hurt their home’s curb
appeal in the process.
Christine Sheppard, who runs
the bird collisions campaign for
the American Bird Conservancy,
cites a range of relatively simple
ready-made
products
—
BirdSavers, window tape and
external screens among them —
as well as DIY fixes like washable
window paint or hanging branches in front of windows, that are
effective enough while also being
subtle.
“You can reduce collisions
without making your house
ridiculous,” Sheppard says.
While bird collisions are hardly
new, she says, the magnitude of
the problem is increasing, largely
due to more widespread urbanization and a trend toward larger
panes of glass in both residential
and high-rise construction.
Birds are either fooled by the
transparency of the glass, or
believe the reflections they see in
them — trees, shrubs and the
like — are real, and die trying to
reach them, she says.
Window collisions kill hundreds of millions of birds each
year, making them, with cats,
one of the two leading humanrelated causes of bird mortality.
Conservationists say the number
of birds killed by collisions and
cats will soon rise to 1 billion per
year.
But Joanna Eckles, the
National Audubon Society’s birdfriendly communities manager,
says individuals can easily
reduce those numbers simply by
putting some visual barrier on
the exterior of the windows that
birds are drawn to.
“The big thing that people need
to get is that this isn’t something
that has to happen,” she says.
“This is preventable.”
That prevention, she says,
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Christine Sheppard/American Bird Conservancy via AP

This 2015 photo provided by courtesy of Christine Sheppard and the American Bird Conservancy
shows how washable tempera paint can be used on windows to stop birds from crashing into them. The
paint, which can be applied with stencils or freehand, breaks up the reflections of trees and shrubbery
that birds fly toward believing they are real.
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Acopian BirdSavers via AP

THIS undATed photo provided by Acopian BirdSavers shows the window fixtures the company
makes using parachute cord to deter birds from flying into windows. Hundreds of millions of birds die
each year flying toward the trees and bushes they see reflected in the glass.
could take a range of shapes.
The
American
Bird
Conservancy’s Bird Tape, available at abcbirdtape.org, is
translucent and can be used to
design patterns on windows.
Bird screen, available at birdscreen.com, creates a barrier
between birds and windowpanes.
CollidEscape, available at collidescape.org, is a film that you
put on outside windowpanes to
reduce reflection.
The options are infinite for do-

it-yourselfers, Eckles says. With
washable paint, you can use
stencils or let the kids create holiday decorations. Hanging virtually anything easy on the eyes —
ribbons, delicate branches,
strings — in front of windows will
do the trick. So will the unobtrusive netting that’s used to protect
fruit trees.
Not every window needs to be
made bird-safe, nor do all windows need the same remedy. It’s
up to homeowners to decide,

Home features that are disappearing
(MS) — There is no denying the
profound impact that the recession has had on the real estate
industry. For the last several
years, the real estate market went
from booming to one characterized by homes sitting on the market for months on end. New home
sales also have been conservative,
and builders are cutting back on
some offerings that were once
commonplace.
The National Association for
Realtors says that, despite floundering sales, there are fewer foreclosed homes available now than
in recent years. Distressed homes
-- foreclosures and short sales
sold at deep discounts -- accounted for 25 percent of homes sales in
May of 2012. That figure is down
from 28 percent in April and 31
percent in May of 2011.
While home sales have
increased, money is still tight in
the building industry and among
home buyers. As such, instead of
over-the-top features in homes

Chris Spors
2008

PANAMA CITY, Fla. (AP) —
Investigators say a robber helped
them out when he apparently
dropped his own wallet with his
identification in it as he and two
accomplices tried to take money
from men outside a Florida
Panhandle bar.
Twenty-eight-year-old Devonte
Levoris Pace was arrested in
Panama City on Tuesday following
the armed robberies on Jan. 16.
The News Herald (reports that
Pace and two other suspected
robbers were captured on surveillance video robbing the men, who
were in a vehicle outside the bar.
According to Panama City
police reports, the trio walked up
to the men, pulled a gun and
demanded their wallets.

that were once becoming the
norm, builders are now focusing
on more value-conscious designs
and offerings. The list of add-ons
also has been reduced.
So what can buyers expect to
live without when buying a newly
constructed home? Here are a few
of the common features that are
falling by the wayside.
n Sunrooms: Although the
"bring-the-outside-in" movement
was once strong, builders are now
focusing on home features that
immediately add value and attract
the eye of buyers. Therefore,
they're putting their resources
into linen closets and laundry
rooms while de-emphasizing sunrooms.
n Extended ceiling heights: It
can take a lot of energy to heat
rooms with 15-foot ceilings. As a
result, grandiose family rooms
and two-story foyers are less
attractive to buyers focused on
saving money. Homeowners want
spaces that are easier to heat and

cool.
n Luxury bathrooms: Many
private residence luxury bathrooms rival those found at popular 4-star hotels. But luxury bathrooms are being phased out in
favor of less expensive, more practical options.
n Outdoor kitchens: Although
entertaining at home is one way to
keep budgets in check, some
homeowners have realized they
don't need a complete backyard
kitchen with a pizza oven and
brick fireplace in order to host
guests. According to a survey from
the National Association of Home
Builders, outdoor kitchens are the
second least-likely feature to be
included in homes built in 2012.
While certain features are disappearing, there are others that
are growing more and more popular. Dual sinks in kitchens, walkin closets, extra storage areas,
and hidden charging stations for
devices are likely to show up more
and more in new home designs.

based on which windows attract
birds, and at what time of day or
year.
“There are a million ways people have handled this in beautiful ways,” Eckles says. “You are
only restricted by your own
rules.”
Sheppard agrees. “No one
should feel constricted with what
they use.”
“Most conservation stories just
make you depressed, feeling like
there is little you can do about it
besides giving money,” Sheppard
says. “But in this case, you can
actually do something.”
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Designing with tile: Ancient craft gets new attention
(AP) — Tile was an important
element in interior design in many
parts of the world for thousands of
years, coveted for its aesthetic possibilities,
functionality
and
longevity.
Yet for a generation, the craft
has been largely unexplored, relegated mainly to bathrooms and
rooftops, say the authors of a new
book.
“It’s been untapped and underappreciated, but that’s changing
very quickly,” says Catherine
Bailey, who, with her husband,
Robin Petravic, owns Californiabased Heath Ceramics. The couple
won a 2015 Cooper Hewitt
National Design Award for their

Mariko Reed/Ten Speed
Press via AP

ThiS PhoTo
provided by Ten
Speed Press
shows the
Neisha Crosland
Studio in the U.K.
from the book,
“Tile Makes the
Room,” by Robin
Petravic and
Catherine Bailey,
published by Ten
Speed Press, an
imprint of
Penguin Random
House LLC.

work encouraging creativity at
Heath while remaining true to the
company’s over-60-year history.
They have written “Tile Makes
the Room: Good Design from
Heath Ceramics” (released last
month by Ten Speed Press). The
book is full of lush photos and
practical advice about incorporating artisanal tile in interiors. The
goal is to make designing with tile
accessible to the uninitiated.
Heath and other small ceramics
studios are leading a resurgence of
tile in home design. An expanded
range of colors, textures, patterns
— and prices — have made the
medium more adaptable and
accessible.

Feras Irikat, design and marketing director for Lunada Bay Tile, a
Los Angeles-based firm offering
Japanese-inspired tiles, including
some made with recycled glass,
said, “Before the ‘70s, tile was
everywhere, like permanent jewelry for your home. It slowed down a
lot after that and became very boring. But it has started catching on
again, and there are more and
more small companies putting
their hearts and souls into it and
doing really interesting things.”
Bailey says “a lot of designers
are finally rediscovering the
incredible depth and range” tile
offers.
She and Petravic took over the
Sausalito-based Heath Ceramics
in 2003. The company, founded in
1948, was famous for tableware
and tiles, and kept a close link
between craft and factory production.
“Tile Makes the Room” begins
by looking at the couple’s 1890s
Sausalito home, and Heath’s factories in Sausalito and San
Francisco.
“We don’t think of Heath as
making tile so much as making
objects that contribute to something bigger, like architecture or
interiors,” they write.
Tile, when combined with textile, wood and glass, can create a
sense of permanence, timelessness, color and texture, and contribute to a cohesive overall
design, they say. The book

Ten Speed Press via AP

ThiS PhoTo shows the
cover of the book, “Tile Makes
the Room,” by Robin Petravic
and Catherine Bailey.
includes many kinds of tiles and
architectural styles in interiors
and a few exteriors.
In chef Alice Waters’ Berkeley,
California, kitchen, for instance,
earthy green tiles surround a
beast of a gas range, framing the
copper pots and teakettle and providing a warm backdrop for a concrete counter.
In a small Tokyo home, handmade tile from Fez, Morocco, set
in a striking herringbone pattern
in blue-and-white flooring, gives
the feeling of rippling water meandering peacefully through the
home.
Elsewhere, tiles give spaces a
clean and contemporary feel. A
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Bruce Damonte/Ten Speed Press via AP

ThiS PhoTo provided by Ten Speed Press shows the Stark House
in San Francisco, Calif., from the book, “Tile Makes the Room.”
Heath design featuring cubes in
gray-blues and reds adds depth
and character to a study wall, and
in a garden in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
graphic tiles with an undulating
design in blue and white (designed
by the Athos Bulcao Foundation)
add a fluid, modernist touch.
Even in all-white rooms, varying types of tile bring a sense of
timelessness and depth.

“The study of white tiles . acts
as a canvas for the material’s
qualities,” the authors write. The
inherent variation in artisanal tile
“creates an installation that feels
warm, soft and homey because of
reflected light, surface finish and
texture,” as opposed to the antiseptic feeling of white tile in airport bathrooms or commercial
kitchens.

